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I Commencement JflotoerS
*

The First Summer Days
Bring a Beautiful Display of
Handsome Summer Dresses

PROPERLY
DELIVERED

With the festivities incident to the
close of school, comes the need of dainty
dresses.
IN OUR DISPLAY
you can choose beautiful organdies in
all the bright shades—dainty dotted
Swisses in all colors, attractive voiles,
which we invite you to inspect, before
making your selection.

PROPERLY
SELECTED
P R O P E R L Y
CLUSTERED
P R O P E R L Y
PRESENTED
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The W. H. Mazey Company
Flowers"
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NEWARK, OHIO

Phones 1840-8218

OFF AGAIN.
That ends my tale," said the monkey as
he backed into the lawnmower.
—Orange Owl.

A gift that happily carries the friendship greetings, that means more than
the conventional card, and yet, because
it does not cost too much, does not
mean too much—your photograph.

THEJIH.

35 ARCADE

ALAS!
Frosh—What's this sheet of paper .they're
selling on the campus?
oni OPn-7That's the college comic. They cut
wu an the jokes on girls, professors, legs,
a!lcl kissmg-and this is the result.
—Jester.

^vfi F.arm^r (seeing boy picking acorns
them t;eeS1?eS)~Hey there' what ye doin' in
Small boy—Nuttin'.

""'""O.

H. E. Larnson
HARDWARE
For
HARDWEAR
'The Hardware Store on the Corner'

Goldsmith's Athletic Goods
Fi
Sardine."

that

—Purple Cow.

anu£ gyptian

He—HC

smoke!

-Banter.

= Phone 8214

Granville, Ohio =
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Excited Fros (to surrounding admirers)
"Yes, sir, the 'varsity fullback spoke
spoke to
tn me,
*
down to,the train."
I
Skeptic—"What did he say?"
^
Frosh—"Get the hell out of the way, witt
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ATHLETIC GOODS
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Absent-minded Professor (meeting his
»! son)—"Hello, George, how's your father?"

—Lampoon.1

Newark Wall Paper Co.
I
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Phone 1338

NEWARK, OHIO

V,
Percival—"If you don't marry me, I'll blow
tj> my brains out."
»**
Liz—"Oh, don't, you might strain your
:*: lungs."
—The Goblin*
V
I

»4
C4

^

The Newark Fashion

*

*

*

Three cross eyed men were called before a
$ cross eyed judge.
X
Judge (looking at the man on the extreme
X right)—"What's your name?"
I:
Man on the extreme left—"John Smith,
|; Sir."
I
Judge—"Shut up! I wasn't talking to you."
5:
Man in the middle—"I didn't say anyI: thing."
—Exchange,.
*

*

*

*

*

Rural Youth— "Hey, Pop, the old goat just
|J et a jackrabbit."
:*:
Ditto Adult— "Gosh durn it all. Another
hare in the butter."
—Tiger.
*

NEWARK, OHIO

*

0, DEAR!
| Harold—"Did you have a wild time las
£ night?"
A ,,
| Reggie—"Oh, my, yes. We blew out^JJ
*** the cisrar-lis-hters in town."
—Chapa*"1
^»

&~i~z<^»&W»tt~l<W
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Dravcn by H. Leslie Hicks
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Denison Customs We Don't Want Revived

uffalo George
S

I

*9

C-hejfor

"Allow us to express, on behalf of a score or more of modest youth, what has for
some time been our settled conviction—that the system of 'calling at the Sem,' although
right in principle is wrong in practice—we speak of one seminary because we believe no
such privilege is allowed at the other. It is known, we suppose, that Dr. Shepardson
throws open his seminary every Saturday evening for visitors. But as the plan now works
only a few get any benefit at all from the arrangement, and these few only a partial one.
We suppose the object of the Saturday evening receptions to be to give all who desire it
an opportunity of forming acquaintances and spending an evening in social pleasure.
Neither of these objects is attained. No young lady comes into the parlor unless she is
called for, and no gentleman calls who was not previously acquainted. Every gentleman
who calls, calls upon some particular lady and each couple gets into the farthest part of
the room from every other couple and spends the evening in total disregard of the presence of others. Thus no opportunities are afforded to those who are strangers of becoming acquainted, and to a majority of young ladies and gentlemen social privileges are as
much a nonentity in fact as if they were so in name also. The receptions do not accomplish their object. The old order of things should be broken up, and new precedents established. Let some who are interested take the lead in working a reform."
—An Editorial in the Denison Collegian, April, 1869.

A startled pause fell on the occupants of a
little saloon in the hills of South Dakota. Encircling arms stiffened to dart for their revolvers; the women retreated to the rear of
the room. A newcomer had appeared at the
doorway and, pausing on the foot-worn
threshold, now glared at the assemblage in
the dimly lighted room. His towseled hair,
from whose strands a pair of vacant eyes
bespoke mystery and misery, was partly covered with a dark slouch hat. He was further
attired in a miner's suit that evinced recent
maltreatment rather than habitual carelessness. The stranger glanced furtively behind
him and then advanced in a hesitant manner,
an image of abject despair. He had taken
off his hat upon entering, and advanced,
crushing it nervously in his hands.
Meanwhile the men had relaxed their,
warned attention, the music was struck up,1
J each resumed his former pastime of
cmg or drinking. Their quick glances
a convinced them that the intruder was no
jernment deputy, and the event was exoy some coarse remark, and promptly
the newcomer had aroused an interest
in c^aS more than momentary in two men
of the room. They followed
him
their eyes as he stumbled across the
to thp k rds on the flo°r and made his way
sire L u A bartender anticipated his demand, Coving a glass toward him. The
up thp i
ul face winced a little as he took
He fnii s' and with a shudder drained it.
murkv
? ii: with another before the
thrown
Su? produced any visible effect.
ai'ounH g a
on the counter, he turned
:LSO, as to face the gliding couples that
b^t did not speak to him.

"Pipe the kid at the bar, Dick. Know
'im?" asked a bepowdered dame dancing by.
"'im? Why that's Brandon," came the
answer.
"Brandon? George Brandon!" with an
incredulous laugh. "Y're joshin' me. George
Brandon 'n this hell-joint! Huh, he's home
with 'is woman b' now, I'm thinkin'."
"Well, 's 'm all right. Guess I ought t'
know, workin' up t' the Tit' with 'im every
day. Say 'is woman's sportin' a new man
now as 's got some dough. Left a note as
she was gonna beat it."
"Softie! Di'n' he expect it? Does he know
where she went?"
"Don't know. He's busted 'n due fer the
nut-pen now I reckon." Both laughed at this
and changed the topic of conversation to another more diverting as they again mingled
with the other couples.
Others had overheard parts of the conversation and, too, discussed it, touching upon
his accustomed devotion to duty, with a wanton levity. The years spent in the ore mines
and on the ranches among men whose demoralized characters failed to pervert his
own, and where the coarsest of jests and petty meanness ran rampant, were forgotten or
at least unmentioned; a mediocre miscellany
of principles inferior and foreign to his own
had been his to encounter daily, but to what
avail? His efforts were unnoticed by his
companions. And what a reward!
After years of toil and torture he had been
able by persistent endeavor and diligent
economy to purchase a sizeable tract of land
wherein he had located petroleum; he had
built a home, the finest in the village; and
finally married a girl from a nearby town.
George Brandon had always had confidence
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in his wife though regretting her somewhat gave a ready consent and thereby took th*
e
expensive ways. One day he made the start- final step toward disaster.
Outside the saloon an ominous pall covered
ling discovery that the petroleum wells had
run dry after little more than a week's use. the hills of Buffalo Gap. A lowering heaven
This misfortune was followed by another so darkened the scene that but for the instill more heartrending to Brandon. His termittent heat lightning faces and landwife, unable to forego the luxuries to which marks would have been indistinguishable!
she had become accustomed, eloped with an- It seemed perfectly calm—hardly a breath of
other man, of considerable means, and had air—yet somewhere above could be heard the
taken with her what money Brandon had soughing of the wind as it moaned through
left after his disastrous business venture. the upright pines. Rumbling thunder rolled
This dual catastrophe left him utterly brok- amid the distant hills, and though it was
beastly warm, the three shivered slightly at
en in spirit and devoid of ambition.
The pair in the corner had overheard most this contrast to the brightness of the dimlyof these items of Brandon's history. Each lighted saloon.
With the occasional support of his two
wore the typical rancher's attire and had
been watching the various occupants of the companions, Brandon tumbled down the hillside. His brain whirled miserably and, but
room over oft-replenished glasses.
"Eh, Jeff?" said one, arching his eyebrows for his promise, so rashly given, he would
slightly without removing his gaze from the not have gone on. He was too conscious of
young man at the bar who was drinking his the heat as, with an oath, he prayed for rain.
The three had now reached a comparativethird glass of liquor.
ly level stretch of ground. "Pads," setting
There was a pause before Jeff replied. He the
stride, glanced apprehensively at the
was evidently reflecting; carefully weighing darkening
and then, shortening his pace,
his answer as his dirt-stained fingers allowed hissky
partner
to catch up.
scratched a stubbled chin. His eyes, too,
"
's
gonna
be
hell
to pitch the bronc's
were riveted on the young man's now leering
t'night. A night like this '11 jump their
countenance.
and it won't take much noise to start
"D' y' think we kin wire the yegg?" he nerves
the hardware blazing from the ranchers—
asked.
and then our rag's wrung."
"D—n right! His old woman took his
"Fergit it, Pads. W'at d'yer think we
morals with 'is money when she slipped 'im. brought
this young buck along fer. Even rf
You kin git 'im to rust—"
we are discovered we'll fix 'er so this bird
"Not so loud!" the other cautioned.
gets the iron an' between us we can haul off
"You can git 'im to do this pant-o
, with about a dozen of the cayuses, at the
well, this posin' scene for us while we—"
least. Talk about yer willin' Willies—this
"Guess y're right, Pads. Leastways he jay sure leads the—•—"
"Funeral procession," finished Pads.
looks like our best bet. Git over an' stall him
but be careful an' don' git this gang wise or
"Righto! An' we'll be drinkin' Scotch o'er
we'll be drawin' the
town down on toward Hot Springs in the mornm'. bnaKe,
us an' land in the stir yet."
Pads. We got this job cinched, 's gotma
rain
before mornin' and they'll never be awe
With a "leave 't to, me, boss," the junior
"pardner" sidled over to the bar and ordered to track us before we get rid of the nooi»
a drink for himself and his "softie." With an' then—" the remainder of the remarK was
a craft peculiar and irresistable he induced lost in a smothered chortle in which his com. .g
the youth to follow him to the further corner panion joined.
Brandon had fallen considerably m tn
without causing any especial notice among
the dancers and drinkers. Drinks were or- rear and so had heard none of this convert
dered and soon Brandon unconsciously tion. His companions prodded him °n
emerged from his lethargy; his eyes spark- frequent encouragements and s
led, his face flushed as the liquor gradually that once there his labor would be
took effect; he was drunk for the first time over.
Although the bandits were sufficiently
in his life. His companions noted this with
satisfaction.
quainted with the laxity of "Old Man
Jeff took advantage of the inebriated con- son" and his two Indian ranchers^to
sort- of
^
dition of his victim to ask his participation that
««*« no
— —
«- 0guard was
••-- —kept
- * at. tne^c"
e iap
«
in a horse rustling venture that evening. By they made doubly sure by waiKing,
n(sr
subterfuge he avoided mention of the hazard few hundred yards in as stealtny ^^palig *
in the enterprise and adroitly appealed to the as possible. The ranch was by no m< ^
cupidity and adventurous instinct of Bran- large one, containing as it did oniy
don. Brandon, in his drunken condition, hundred head of horses. They were,
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knoll above, a man plainly visible because of
his white shirt. But more, the noises of
horses, neighing in terror and stamping in
confusion, made clear to the watchers the
portent of the moment. A rifle was raised
and steadied a moment; one shot. The skyline was clear. The silhouetted figure had
dropped.
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
How cold the cell felt on this February
evening. George Brandon paced it moodily
as he had done countless times before during
the two years of his prison life. Thei'e was
little to occupy his mind during these evening
hours after a day's work with the "roadgang." The ceaseless monotony of the six
paces up and four paces down two sides of
the cell would have driven him insane long
since had he not found something else upon
which he constantly pondered; a thing which
was continually before him and which
obsessed his every thought. It was that of
avenging himself on the bandits who had
"double-crossed" him in the horse rustling
affair so many months before. But three
years of his five year sentence were ahead,
yet to be served. How slowly they would
drag by.
He had spent several months in the small
hospital at Hot Springs. It had taken the
utmost application of will on his part to recover, for the doctors viewing the bad wound
in his side were unanimous in predicting
"the long journey" for him. It had been a
case of fighting for a life and the surgeon's
skill had become the ultimate victor. When
Brandon had been sufficiently strengthened
to be moved about he was removed to Pierre
where the State penitentiary was located and
after another month of convalescence he was
brought to court. Throughout the entire
court proceedings he maintained an impenetrable silence though often his face mirrored
the angry reflection and pent-up emotion
that was rife within him. Though professing his innocence, he would not give the
names of his accomplices, even had he known
them, .for it was now his sole aim in life to
Of' a wV
!
' °
P
"get even" with these two men. He heard
wnip-iash
as it swung into obedience
with
some satisfaction, a statement made by
Lioiy colt; i or the horses, too,
the
old
owner when called to the stand
wind
* approaching cataclysm; the very to makeranch
his
testimony,
that the bandits had
storm
char£ed with the approaching
managed to get away with but half a dozen
horses in the stampede that followed the
'enninoui tne storm broke. A heaven- storm's arrival. He now realized with a
crash foil
I Was climaxed by a deafening keen sense of regret his temerity in accomechoes an°W
ky a series of echoes and re- panying the bandits and though remembercrags r™°?g- tne surrounding mountain
ing but a few of the incidents that took place
,nmg flashed and reflashed.
at
saloon, his inner nature now revolted
vim»r?7 Indians were awake and at the
the contrast to his former life, replete
iewing the storm from the windows,
with comfort and love and joy in the little
as thev ^L Cry n Was raised f rom the watchers
y viewed, standing sentinel-like on the
(Continued on page 24.)

of a fine and valuable* (stock and were
, prized by their aged owner.
The rustlers showed an excellent knowl, of the positions of the various ranch
buildings and so lost little time in locating
a couple of saddles and a number of strong
leader ropes. Brandon was too stupefied to
notice that but two saddles were provided
and that no account had been taken of his
mode of escape.
The bandits quickly made evident to Brandon his role in the proceedings. He wTas directed to stand on the summit of a high knoll
which alone obstructed the view of the corral
from the ranch house. His duty was to acquaint the bandits of possible intervention
on the part of the ranchers.
The "pardners/' with a few words of encouragement and instruction, left Brandon
and, with chuckles, inaudible to him, descended toward the corral. The horses were
decidedly restless; they pawed the ground
nervously, whinnied and sniffed the air as
the strangers approached the pen. Utilizing
their knowledge of horses to good advantage,
the pair stepped into the corral, a dangerous
proceeding on such a dark night. The frequent flashes of lightning aided in this work
considerably, so that without any great delay each had selected his saddle horse. There
was left now but the simple task of opening
the corral gate and allowing the horses to
pass through.
Brandon, alone on the knoll, was still too
much under the influence of liquor to note or
care much where he was or what he was doing. There was money in it, he told himself,
and anyhow he had promised to do it—
whatever it was he was doing his muddled
Dram seemed unable to disclose, but he felt
mojally bound to perform it.
With another oath addressed to the heat—
nis second of the evening, as he unconscious/ Burned, he pulled off his coat, revealing
a white shirt. It was thundering and lightning almost incessantly now. The storm was
friJ g nearer- Below him he heard the
mnffi T ed , whinnies of horses, occasional
erS

Y»^+-.*«

J
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Avery The Anxious
A ROMANCE
By R. D. Bovington, '22

Bo-Peep As She Might Have Been Sung By—
John Milton
Come, shepherdess so fair and free,
Bo-Peep yclept in nursery;
Forsake these lawns and fallows grey,
Forget the nibbling flocks that stray;
And let thy shepherd tell his tale
Under the hawthorne in the dale.

James Whitcomb Riley
There, little girl, don't cry!
You are anxious and worried, I know;
For your sheep were gone
'Ere the break of dawn—
Naughty sheep often act just so.
Cheer up, your flock will come back, by and
by!
There, little girl, don't cry, don't cry!

Walt Mason
Bo-Peep was always bound to worry every time she spilled
the beans, and likewise in an awful hurry for to find the ways
and means of fixing up the difficulty. If it seemed beyond
repair she filled the ozone with a multitude of groans and tore
her hair. The naughty lambkins, wild and woolly, one fine
A. M. flew the coop. She heard the news, not calm and cooly,
but with one despairing whoop she entered into wild hysterics,
swooning on the verdant lawn. She fell so hard it took two
derricks just to raise her. "I'm a gonner now, I know that
much is certain; for the sheep are led astray, and my boss can t
keep his shirt on. I'll get canned without my pay!" Thus her
trials drove her cuckoo. Some hours later, after mess, someone hollered, "Will you look who's here, the flock's come home,
I guess!" Hope to shout; as sure as preaching, each lost sheep
had hit the trail to Home Sweet Home. No doubt I'm teaching
morals which are old and stale. My golden text is this, however: When the bean-pot you upset, just remember it will
never do you any good to fret.

Wordsworth
My sheep are too much with me; late and
soon,
Coaxing and chasing, I lay waste my powers.
The pests are up and prowling at all hours!
Instead of cutting capers 'neath the moon
They should up-gathered be like sleeping
flowers.

Austin Dobson
"My sheep have strayed!"
Bo-Peep doth cry.
"I am afraid
My sheep have strayed.
None even stayed
To say 'good-by'.
My sheep have strayed!
Bo-Peep doth cry.

-

Suddenly, while the happiness seemed to
"Damp," Avery Notharctus, popular col- be at its height, a tremor seemed to run
lege senior, was pacing his room with anx- through the room. There was a sound of
fast approaching hoof-beats. Every adam's
ious step.
"Damp," he kicked his trunk into one cor- apple in the saloon quivered and oscillated up
and down the full length of its course. The
ner of the room.
"Damp," he picked up a crumpled letter, hoof-beats drew nearer. The adam's apples
became frantic. A feeling of awful fear
uncrumpled it and proceeded to read:
Dear Avery—I feel we were rather foolish seemed to settle on the room and refuse to
last evening for I have discovered since that be dispersed.
I Jove another. I saw my hero for the first
"Black Pete," muttered a hoarse voice, and
time this morning, but as soon as I did, I the rats in their holes began to squeal. Imktietv that I loved him and that we were mediately the room became the seat of terrimeant for each other
ble confusion. The "boys" tore madly around
"Damp," but it was all over now, he could to hide in the rat holes. But Avery Notharcrestrain his feelings no longer. The hot tears tus sat still, his head raised now and in his
burst forth, pouring over his manly chest, eyes a strange light; one of courage, the
ruining the immaculate press in his suit.
courage learned by going to class unpreII
pared, the courage learned by interviews
But now the scene of our story shifts to with the dean.
Alaska; Alaska the land of brave men and
The next instant a hurricane seemed to
fearless women. So, to unravel the thread strike the building. The rafters shook, the
of our narrative, let us hie ourselves thence. rats in their holes squealed, the men groaned,
We're there.
and the jugs gurgled. The door flew open
Inside the "Little Gem" saloon at "Bad- and
a huge rough man with a red nose
Men's Bend" all is calm and peaceful. In rushed
in, closed it after him, and threw himone corner of the room the "boys" are read- self against
it, his head supported by his
ing "Pilgrim's Progress," in another a small arm. Then he
burst into tears, his giant
ffj'oup is discussing Darwin's "Descent of frame shaking and
heaving with anguish
Man," and in still another a checker game is till the building shook
and the chimney topin progress and the athletes are good-na- pled from the roof.
turealy shooting each other over disputes of
"She slapped me," he sobbed.
the contest.
"Who slapped you?" said Avery, rising to
But in the middle of the room sits one
strangely out of place in this motley crew, a his feet and approaching the terrible outlaw
^ere lad. His head is bent and he seems un- fearlessly.
"My wife did," said Black Pete, "I tried to
<>nscious of his surroundings. How pitiful
rwL°° • ' beard unkempt, hair shaggy, his kiss her."
Avery, tender hearted despite his rough
ciothes in tatters. On his vest is a rusty fraappearance, attempted to console the poor
sho\PVn> But this pin is not necessary to
. u ^ that he is a college man. There is an unfortunate. His heart went out to him and
ne«/ n u- , osphere of indefinable some-what- he gazed upon him with compassionate eyes.
h u K i- seems to surround him and put But suddenly Avery seemed to suffer an electric shock; his eyes popped, and his hair
P breeding beyond question.
stood
on end. On the bandit's shoulder was
It js at1?p<" Now you know, yes you're right. some powder
a blond hair. Seizing the
'
°ne and only' tne original Avery hair he drew aand
pair
of micrometers from his
u ,himsetf • Driven by despair and hip pocket and measured
its thickness.
i had left the dear old college, his
"Seven
and
thirty-one
hundredths thousX0 , classmates, his loved professors.
andths
of
an
inch,"
he
shrieked,
"where is
sublirnp a would he strive to attain the
Whose o i fQet.little bright eyed Eugenia, she, where is my Eugenia?"
"None of your dampity, damped business,"
l°ved hi
Ailing was catarrh, no longer
ksslv fv
^nd so ne nad wandered reck- said Black Pete, turning around and scowling
darkly.
the " r ?
to place' comm£ at last to
(Continued on page 29.)
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SPRING IN A POETIC LIE SENSE

THE F L A M I N G O

A Review

In order to relieve the critics of our e.
teemed contemporary the Denisonian of th
unpleasant duty of being forced to wall
through this issue of the Flamingo, we havp
taken it upon ourselves to read it and review
it unaided. Of course our review will be
highly critical and perhaps a little unfair
but we feel that our intelligent readers de-'
serve nothing short of the very best and so
are attempting to give it to them.
In the first place we are very proud of the
wide variety of original and clever mater'al
which is presented in this issue. There are
undoubted advantages in "covering a lot of
ground" and we have tried to accomplish this
to the best of our ability. Of course this is
supposed to be Examination Issue (had you
guessed it?) but that doesn't mean that the
Methought I felt my muse within me stirred, material is all supposed to deal with this
event. It is understood that whatever stuff
So set about to voice in clumsy phrase
we could get relating to that particular subSome sentiments of Spring (enchanting ject
was shoved right into the dummy, but
word)
when we ran short we took whatever we
For that's what poets seem most oft to could get. But that is obvious.
praise.
Our art staff has reached its usual high
But soon I found that I could ne'er the ways degree of excellence. The cover is exceptionally good, depicting as it does a typical SenOf lyric masters tread, because to sing
ior
as he appears to the Cold, Cruel shortly
A lie I'd hate. And if a lamb him lays
after graduation. The illustrations under
Upon a bee and up in pain does spring,
the caption of "Well Known Seniors" are exTo be poetic, I must say he's gamboling.
ceptionally blase, constituting, we believe,
some
of the best samules of amateur art outD. U. K.
side of Judge's Wiggle Wobbles.
Our literary department has proved someYEH?
what of a disappointment. By a careful
search we were unable to obtain _ more than
"Let me have sleeping accommodations on one familiar essay and even that is not nearthe train to Ottawa," I said to the man at ly as familiar as are some of the jokes. Howthe window.
ever, the poetry must, we feel, be very ex"For a single passenger?" he said.
cellent, as we can understand little or none
"No," I replied, "I'm married but I'm not of it
taking anybody with me."
The humor staff deserves the major share
"Upper or lower?" he asked.
of the honors. Clean, cutting, clever ana
"What's the difference?" I inquired.
concise, the jokes in this issue are easily su"A difference of 50 cents," came the an- perior to anv that have been displayed since
swer. "Our prices to Ottawa are $1.50 and the last Y. M. C. A. Circus. The one about
$2.00. Most people prefer the lower al- Dante may seem to be a little shady, but we
though it is higher."
considered it devilish funny and hope tM*
"Why do they prefer a lower?" I asked.
the college moralists will overlook it. we
"On account of its convenience," he re- are trying earnestly to break away from tn
plied. "Most persons don't like the upper, parlor-sofa variety of undergraduate n"mup
although it's lower, on account of its being and it is hoped that by next year we will a
higher, and because when you occupy an up- able to reach the high level of the Atlantic
per you have to get up to go to bed and then Monthly and other similar college publicag«t down when you get up. I would advise tions.
.,
you to take a lower because the higher is
On the whole this issue deserves the highonly lower than the lower because it is high- est praise for its cleverness, exceP .
er. You can have the lower if you pay high- fine
make-up, and the high standard
er but if you want to go higher it will be set in the matter of advancing the
lower."
and noblest ideals of our college community-

,
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HELPFUL HINTS FOR HEEDLESS
HORSEWOMEN.
"Let's go riding." And why not? It is at
present the proper thing to do of an afternoon. But horse-back riding is not a form
of exercise such as was the Greek dance in
which the question of clothes made little or
no difference, but is rather, as it were, like
the tea-fight of our grandmothers whose inBy George
fluence is still upon some of us.
Graduation is a machine which stamps the
Even though you do not lay claim to the
rent leceipts issued by the managers of high Haute Ecole of horsemanship yet there are a
class apartment houses known as colleges. It few things which it is well that all should
know. Take the mounting of the horse; I
came into action about four years after the am
told that there are people who approach
first college hung out its shingle and ran a horse from the left side—of course that is
opening day-announcements in the Sunday not right. Then there is the problem of
papers and has haunted college exits ever which bit to use. Nothing could be simpler.
since. Some inmates slip out by a side door If you want to curb, you use the curb or if
with nothing to show for it but those who you like to snaffle, you use the snaffle. It is
remembering that a horse should be
ramble right past seductive side doors, one, worth
aimed in the direction you want him to go
t\vo, three, four (don't say you wish there before being mounted. One advantage in
were more) are inevitably branded at the this is that it gives you a better chance of
finish. To a Freshman timidly entering the getting on him before he reaches his stall.
front door, Graduation is a hazy, distant If you are accompanied by a male escort you
symbol of age and dignity, but most Seniors may if you see fit, attain the saddle by placfind it at the back door a wolf in sheep's ing your foot in his hands and letting him
clothing, waiting to snatch them away from furnish the raising power. A good horsewoa very desirable existence and expose them man will carefully consider the man's and
to an indifferent world where there are no her own physical qualifications before atsteam-heated foot-rests. Graduation marks tempting this. It is well to remember that
men for life. On some it uses invisible ink he will have enough to bear before the liverv
which doesn't stare one in the face but can be man is satisfied. However, using the block
read By those who try. On others it smears to get on is no longer being done in the best
quantities of vivid, indelible stuff that hope- circles.
It is a sad fact that the nether extremities
lessly defaces them for practical use. The
which
fit the horse best are not the most atindelible, unfazable tribe issue in greatest
numbers from the more luxurious edifices tractive. But for that type which includes
where the idea gets about that the imprint the opposite to these adaptable appendages,
ot graduation is a powerful fetish of which horse-back riding is indeed a blessing. I sufAH bu?mess world stands in awe. Out on fered from them for fifteen years. Doctors
Atlantic Avenue, the houses of Kale, Hed- had given me up, and I was almost despair'1'iia, DeQuinceton and Company turn out a ing when a friend advised me to try riding.
•hcf l'^' Percentage of victims laboring in a Since then I have been a new woman.
L. E. P.
11 -P,«, ?g4.i°f fancied importance. They fisr•ihio fl eir ^aduation rent receipt, a volcie-n, ?fW slang' a derby> and a nonchalant life after Graduation that some day he may
anai i i f Wl11 make any master of finance be paid the highest of all compliments: "He
Kale 0befoiVhem; .that a casual mention of knew his stuff."
harnr n ?? orth wil1 cause tneir hearers to
Miss Sem Coed wanted to know the other
matics
every word- But their mathelish A P°°r ; they %ure with reverse Eng- day why the big bronze radiator above the
Wcoii/ f^l°n? who wil1 hang on their words choir-loft in the Baptist Church never gives
any heat.
the tea n i 1
S'
°f such are the gods of
man's' J, ors> Tne man who would gain a
Uncle and niece stood watching the young'
'arge m iT?' be he from small college or
"Wpvp-, ^arn that graduation doesn't people dancing about them.
"I bet you never saw any dancing like this
tj °n from X
g; he should gather inspiraback in the nineties, eh, Unkie?"
as
e o r d s of the Q ueen who said,
"Once—but the place was raided."
" Y our
an alarm clock at the King,
is coming." Let him so live his
—The Siren.
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Commencement in 1871
Would you like to have graduated fifty
years ago? If so you would have had to be
among the nine who got their diplomas in
June of 1871, for that was the number that
fared forth into the world to make their
ways among the celebrities; and they have
succeeded in their struggle. Perhaps it was
the formality of their graduation exercises
which made them so ready to brave almost
anything that might present itself; nevertheless, those exercises were vastly different
from the cap-and-gowned, long list of A.
B.-ers, Ph. D.-ers and B. S.-ers who will
throng out of the Baptist Church this June,
diplomas in hand.
Can you imagine coming out of the picture
show with that little slip of paper that
means so much? But such was the case with
the graduates of '71, although, of course,
there was no such thing as a picture show
in town then. The place now occupied above
the post office was at that time the Baptist
Church, and it was in there that all nine
members of that class received their degrees.
Of the nine men who graduated then, only
two are now living. The following letter
from Dr. E. E. Montgomery, a noted physician of Philadelphia, gives a picturesque description of the exercises:
Editor "Flamingo,"
Dear Sir:—Fifty years ago, nine men, seven classical and two scientific, prided themselves as forming Denison University's class
of 1871.
It would appear that each of the classical
members felt that his scholarship and class
attainments entitled him to the class presidency and, as no one of them was assured of
more than one vote, I was, to my great surprise, catapulted into that office, notwithstanding the fact that I had been in the University but four consecutive terms and in the
last year had made up in the scientific, in addition to the studies of the year, and had
completed two years in Latin. As a consequence, I had little opportunity to cultivate
class-spirit. Possibly this was my salvation,
and I was selected because they knew so little about me.
The Commencement was held in the old
Baptist Church, now, I believe, the Town
Hall, Samson Talbot, the President, presided. In addition to a short address by him,
speeches were made by the members of the
class—each one of us spouted. My oration
was entitled, "The Reformation Providential," and even those who agreed with me
breathed a sigh of thankfulness when I was
through.
We did not wear caps and gowns. Such

A RIDDLE
In my heart I hold a secret.
Listen—no, I dare not tell.
Oft it beats within its prison,
Victim hurried in its cell;
Ever adding to its woe.

PRINCIPALS

You should guess it—
Oh, I've told it,
Useless now—I see you know.
SONG FROM PIPPA PASSES.
(Students' Version.)
I hear the clock ring
And wake up and yawn;
My sleep- is not done;
I lay down my head;
The early birds sing;
The gang has all gone;
Classes have begun—I'm still in my bed.
Flivver—"What is the most you ever got
out of your car?"
Henry—"Oh, about seven times in one
block, I think is my record. —Orange Peel.
SAD NEWS
"I just came from the doctor's."
"What did he say?"
"No."

JOSEPHINE

—Jug.

scholastic evidences had not yet reached Denison. We were such a fine class, we should
have hesitated to thus hide our natural
adornments.
Of that class, there are but two living, and
singularly enough, they are the non-classical
members.
While a student, I remember a maI1,f I
dressed us in chapel of whom it was tolatna
he had graduated forty years before, and ^
looked upon him as a relic. I am c.01^11^
back this year to exhibit myself as a P1.^06 ,
antiquity, and as I climb the College Hill an
look about the campus, I will not see the rn ,
nf fnrlflv
notipp me,
me. will
of
today, who
who, if fhpv
they notice
.. regai".
me as a man, old and out of date, but IK
view will encompass the boys and teacn.
of fifty years ago, the most of whom J*
entered "The Great Beyond."
Very truly yours,
(Signed)
E. E. MONTGOMERY

FUNK

EEDB-IDGE
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stood the gaff for three years and a half has
already proved himself worthy of a degree
at the end of the required number of hours'
work. With a civilized standard of scholarship in the lower classes it should be practically impossible for a person to flunk out
his last semester in college.
May we then cast our lot with those who
are behind the movement and hope that in
the future the powers that be will see fit to
do away with last semester examinations for
Seniors.
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of Denison University, Granville, Ohio.
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In this, our initial flight before the public,
we suppose that some sort of an editorial is
necessary. The New Staff feels a bit serious
about the work it is undertaking, and asks
your attention to a few serious thoughts.
The Old Staff merits a word of appreciation at this time. With a very few exceptions the members of the original staff of the
Flamingo have done all in their power to aid
in the preparation of the present issue.
There was, of course, little in the way of experience which anyone could offer, but the
editor and other members of the old staff
have generously co-operated in getting us
started in the right direction.
The New Staff is largely untried. With

the apparent necessity of relying almost <
clusively upon the Freshman class for <
tributed material, it is difficult to do more
than struggle toward perfection. This is
last issue of the year. We are sanguine
success in our next year's efforts to awal
the interest of the Class of 1925, and wil
the foothold already obtained in the prese
Freshman class there should be little diffi
ty in constantly advancing the standards
standing of the Denison Bird.
WTe crave your support, Alumni, Senio
new and old, and underclassmen. Wn h
backing of true Denisonians the Flan.'•••cannot help but be a success and wortri
the college it represents.

•The last part of every party, is the best
part of them all." Well, Exams are the last
part of our this year's party—but are they,
after all, the best? Far be it from us to set
about to try to prove that they are, but there
are certain pleasant features about them at
that. For instance, when they are over, or
\vher one is excused from some of them.
Admitting that semester examinations are
one of the most unpleasant parts of college
life, the question arises as to whether or not
it is fair to those who are about to graduate
to require that they participate.
There is a certain amount of sentiment
To the Alumni the Mystic Bird extends its
attached to one's last year in college. Gooiheartiest
and warmest greetings. How wonness knows it doesn't always last for very
derful
it
must seem to be back in dear old
long after a few experiences in the wicked
Granville!
With an even chance of some real
world, but the fact remains that it is the usspring
weather
the days of Commencement
ual thing for a grad to idealize and give a
time
should
be
the
"happiest of all the glad
pleasant place in his memory to his Senior
new
year."
Exams
are over. Of course that
y»'ar. The pride of wearing the cap and
won't
interest
you
much,
but there is always
gown and of being considered just a little
a
clearing
of
the
atmosphere
and a general
more advanced in knowledge and wisdom
relaxation
when
the
last
paper
is turned in.
than his fellows — sneer at it as he may— is
Perhaps the M. B. will be sort of a sura pleasant and lasting recollection.
prise to some of you. It was to some of us,
The first three years of college life are when three short months ago it hatched out
lore or less a period of continued warfare. on the campus in the warm days of early
5oph versus Frosh, Junior versus either or spring. With the passing of the first issues
has passed the sense of newness and the
>th of them —a continual struggle against Bird
is already assuming an air of permas for a purpose past human understand- nency. Of course the future is still in doubt.
Yes, it's enjoyable in a way, but after •The student body has, for the most part, re;ee years of unremitting turmoil what a ceived our efforts with open arms, the admint must be to settle back and assume istration has given us all the encouragement
which we could rightfully expect, but the
role of innocent bystander or, it may be,
Alumni are so far an unknown quantity.
""Partial judge.
We believe that the Flamingo should re• Mystic Bird advances the belief that ceive the support of all Denisonians, not only
|r duty, not only to show the Senior re- the undergraduates and the faculty, but that
large and distinguished body of which you
niak V f aPd and °n the camPus> but to
are
members, the Alumni. It is upon our
5 last year, and particularly his last
subscription lists that we must rely in large
We ^ r' a veritable bed of roses. Not that
part for our financial backing. With the
i nj / 0 0<?ate tne discontinuance of ciass-go- budding and unfolding spirit of spring in the
anvth,- e.part of °ur superiors, but that air, let us hope that you will all see fit to
short of that is only fitting and loosen up- and give the Bird a chance to
spread its plumage and fly about in ever widening
paths, unhampered by any lack of mo11 be admitted that anyone who has
tive power.

Drawn by Clyde E. Keeler
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BUTTERFLIES.
(Suggested by Harper's for April.)
Oh I have watched the butterflies at play
Along the gleaming white sand of the
beach,
The whites and sulfur yellows, flitting each
So lazily upon a carefree way.
But still a quiet dignity and peace;
A disregard of petty things, like one
That breathes a calmness in the storm and
sun;
A certain poise that bids all strivings cease ;
A grace that is simplicity—all these
Are theirs, the simple virtues of the mind
At rest. Beneath their gay exteriors
They wear them with an unaffected ease.
But these, tho I aspire to them, I find
Prerogatives of my superiors.
G. W. B.
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TWILIGHT.
Trailing streaks of silver
Creep over the distant hilltops
Across the valley, the last
Lingering rays of the great
Setting sun;
The sweet song of the bird
Ceases and nature falls asleep
As gathering shadows, the
Harbinger of night, fall o'er
Denison.
T. P. G.
Dreams ever haunt me—vague and rare,
Surrounding me like filmy clouds which push
across the moon to veil its light.
All is vast and mysterious; a cold wind chills
me and I am afraid.
Where am I, where am I going?—I do not
know.
I must leave myself to the fate that is mine.

There—a blinding flash as when the wind
blows away the fog to let in the sun.
SCIENTIFIC SONNET
But it is gone, the dark and cold seems more
appalling.
I have a feeling that I am surrounded by eyes
I watched a three-day chick with wondering
which see me and which I cannot sense.
eyes
The silence is terrible and I dare not speak.
To see the wray the moving blood would flow. Oh, for the warmth of an open hearth,
A sight that I had never dreamed to know
The cheer and comfort of friends and love
The microscope revealed to my surprise:
ones,
The throbbing heart sent cells through every But I dare not think, I must tread alone till
size
the spell is done.
R. D. B.
Of tube to those where single ones may go;
The farther from the heart, increasing slow
USE OF THE IMMATERIAL.
Till rich in food in countless veins they rise.
A rim and two and twenty spokes a wheel
'Tis like our universal life, I cry,
The throb of God doth send us where he will May make, but in the nothingness of hub
Though far from Him in lanes that miss the Its service gives; the clay that potters rub
And thumb to shape, the artist's brush may
eye,
feel,
Yet His own pulse beats on and moves us
But in its emptiness, the water clear
still,
When rich in life, and all that life can show, That slacks our feverish thirst contained is;
The use a golden trumpet serves is this—
Each wealthy spirit to that Fountain hies.
That thru its gold bound nothingness we heai
C. E. K.
Divinest melody. Alas it seems
That forms made by the human hands to dust
Must go; eternal only is the thing
Time has written a tragedy ;
Of spirit.
Trumpeters must die—their
Its stage is a college course;
themes
Students play the mummers' part;
Live on. And in the nothingness of trust,
The Dean enters his front row box,
Material things find profit in their being.
And the play's all set to start.
G. W. B.

"May I call-for you some night?"
"Yes, if you don't make too much noise
about it/'
NEW FABLES IN SLANG.
TUFF!
By Orange Ade.
"What has become of the girl you were
The Fable of The Scheming Sisters.
making love to in the hammock last sumThere were once two Chickens who Parked
mer?"
themselves in a place which went by the
"We fell out."
Moniker of "The Sem." These same two
Squabs were the Peppiest little Ladies that
Always put off tonight what you are going had been Corraled around the Dump for
quite Some Time. They had Venus beaten
to put on in the morning.
Seven ways. And besides all this they had
Wicked Lamps. When they would Shoot
Babe—"Isn't Mary a plucky girl!"
their Baby Stare at one of the Apes who
Ruth—"Dunno. Is she?"
wear trousers, he would Fall so hard that
Babe—"Look at her eyebrows."
there wouldn't be Scraps enough left of the
No-Brain to fill a Respectable Thimble.
In one way were these Twain unlike each
"Yes, I graduated from an automobile
other.
One had More Brass than a Metal
school."
Tag Factory. The other was a Slick Cus"What's your class honk?"
tomer. They both had Spotted all the Joints
for Scheming, but the Nervy One would Haul
right up. the Main Drag, while the other
Mary had a little lamb,
would
Slide through the Back Alleys.
And very small at that;
Now
on one Large Evening towards the
But when the waiter brought the check,
Day
of
Rest,
these two had Sneak Dates with
It knocked poor Mary flat.
two Chasing Fools. As was her custom, The
Wise One got herself out and City Slicked
More Brains—"What is that charming up to the Hangout where she met the Heart
Breaker. The Dumb Girl dragged the Unwing he is playing?"
lucky Guy right Down the Row; and who
Less Brains—"A piano, y' dub."
should they Run Onto but the Student Gov.,
—Octopus, who gave the Party the Double 0 and the
next night Hauled the Erring Damsel before the Council. Strict Campus was the
-White—"Did you favor the Honor System Sentence.
Meanwhile the Wise One roamed at Large
dl the recent election?"
in Perfect Safety.
fiv 1'?en—"I sure did. Why, I voted for it
MORAL: She who would laugh Last must
" N e times."
"
—
gather no Moss.
—Panther.
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THE BUSINESS MANAGER—The first
and unanimous choice of the student-body
for all positions involving expenditure of the
long green. His specialty is being busy, and
he may always be found rushing in or out of
the bank. Our art staff has depicted him m
the act of receiving notice that the account
of the Students' Anti-Dancing League has
been overdrawn $1.00. His reputation is at
stake.

LETTERS OF A JAPANESE
By W. M. Potter

Q.—"Did your uncle keep a saloon?"
A.—"Well, not alone—but he certainly
helped a lot."

Ritz—"Spent two most delightful hours
this awfternoon, Old Thing, pawssing the
Latin quarter."
Carlton—"Congratulations, Old Chap, I've
been trying all day to pawss a beastly Canadian dime, and haven't got rid of it yet."
—Brown Jug.

Shoe Clerk—"How would you like to look
at some dull kids?"
Prof.—"Bring on something else. I have
to look at dull kids all week."

A. M.—"What kind o' chickens do yo'all
like de bestes?"
P. M.—"Well, de white ones am de easies'
to fin', but de black ones am de easies' to hide
aftah yo' gits dem."

Whiz—"Have you kissed the bride."
Bang—"Well, not for some time."

May 25, 1921.
Dear Suruma,
-Hon. events are often, here. My time are
fiendishly absorbed. Craving cash, I iarJ,
hon. floor for nickel. My peace of mind
(Wudu says the whole thing) are rapidishlv
atomized, as also hon. 12 bone glasses. Willie Kamura, up on toes from opium, ooze synthetically in doorway to suffer compliments
and hon. Jap cuss words. He laugh like
Flamingo reader and create first all-Denison
joke. Which are impossibly:
"Smashed glasses?" he glee logically, as I
elevate nose from hon. oriental.
"Yes," I deny, superfluitously.
"Yes," he deplete, musicianly, "Sem campus are too far from street for boys," and
then cry to housetop as he bounce on my hon.
vertebrae. "I ord^r it moved nearer boulevard, since thy glasses so oftenly smash with
eye-strain!"
He laugh with encored repetitions, and
descend to exit. Which are popular with me.
Why, hon. College? I set up spontaneously
near Sem as oculist—major work in fieldglasses !
Our cutie tea cellar (anything but hon.
tea) are now exquisitely established. It are
hon. Baptist kindergarten center. Willie Kamura deviate oncely from st. and narrow
over wicked stein (I dispense Denisonian
slang) and I topple on glowing truth on next
eventuation.
"Yesh," he crow saloonly, "thish gontabegud."
"What?" I quote with intercept.
"Theshe new Shepardshon Follish," he
glik dantishly.
"After Ziegfeld's own?" I gestulate.
"Yesh," he evolve, "and more so."
On Mother's Day I so zealishly attend, profiteering in field-glasses. Which are called
pecuniary in English. In spite of ^t, |on.
Dance Drama are exquisite, expressing pr<gress of Shepardson.
"Saddish," I dib, with tired eyebrow
on hon. bleachers, "that men cannot h
that hon. fine power of expressibility.
effective, with colleges combined!"
With fine wishfulness for all,
thee,
I say hello,
UMARI MEE.
Incu—What position would the nightwatchman in a writing-paper factory play °>l
a basketball team?
Beta—I'll bite.
Incu—Stationery guard.
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THE BIG MAN-—A specimen which Senior classes, oddly enough, seem capable of
i>roducing annually. A strange and wonderful combination of Greek God and Matinee
Idol; president of his class, and captain of
flic football team. He is shown in the act of
reading a letter which will offer him a position at $30 per upon graduation (which he
eventually accept—with thanks).
THE EDITOR—The editor of the "Adendum" and "Pandemonium," completely
equipped with ye olde briar and a goodly assortment of editorial We's. Demonstrating
the power of the press.

,STUDIOUS SENIOR—A rare and
a/r type. Ace with the Faculty, but a
example for the Department of Phy°ff h;QfUton- He is here shown working
<» his leqllred Gym 4, having neglected it
zopnomore year in order to get in a
!^se m Qreek Anthems (Greek 47&).
WELL-KNOWN SENIORS
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A Chemical Drama
(NOTE: The following is a letter written by a representative of a book company to
a female professor of chemistry in a certain western college whom he had interviewed
concerning a new text book, Miss Cave, by name, and in nature very much like a "Cave
Woman." Book men have very many strange experiences, and here in a letter to Miss
Cave, written by this particular agent, is a dramatization of his interview.)
My Dear Miss Cave:
Leaning lazily with my head resting on my hand I looked out over the broad fields
to the science building, seeking the southwest corner on the top floor. There, realizing
that I was out of danger of your wrath I was reflecting about our interview. Then I removed my hand from the afore-mentioned seat of learning and sought my trusty Conklin.
Here is the result:
"THE CAVE WOMAN."
(A chemical tragedy in three test tubes.)
The action takes place in a chemical lab'
oratory with a small office adjoining. In the
office is a flat-topped desk with a small pale
blue book upon it. Two chairs, one beside
the desk, and the other in front of it. Upon
this is seated the Cave Woman—a huge,
shaggy-haired blonde with cavernous eyes.
TEST TUBE 1.
Enter a small pompous looking man who
is bald headed. Underneath his collar is hidden a ukelele upon which he plays a continuous tune. From his appearance he is a
pickle salesman—or at any rate a travelling
man of some sort. Not knowing his name
we will call him Mr. Gibberish.
Gibberish—Aha, Cave Woman, I have had
scouts out for you all the past hours.
Cave Woman—(Biting off the end of her
cigar and throwing the remainder into a
huge beaker that serves as a waste basket) —
Huh. What do you want?
Gib.— (Disconcerted)—Why-er I—I wanted to talk with you about the whyness of
what.
C. W.—Go on—go on.
Gib.— (Changing the subject anxiously) —
Isn't this a fine view here!
C. W.— (Gruffly)— Well, what of it.
Just then hesitating footsteps are heard
outside the door and a timid knock reverberates.
TEST TUBE 2.
C. W.— (Roaring)—Come in!

Enter Fluttering Florence with tear marks
down her cheeks. She is trembling. In her
hand she holds a test tube.
Fluttering Florence—Miss Cave Woman,
I think I have the fourth unknown of this
solution. It is sodium. The solution is oiltrimethylsodiumnate of magnesium. It contains crude oil, alcohol, magnesium and sodium.
C. W.— (Too original to use the term
"How do you get that way?")—How did you
arrive at that conclusion?
F. F.— (Weeping, the tears dropping into
her test tube and causing a yellow flame) —
I—I—well, I don't know.
C. W.—Can them weeps!
F. F.—(Weeping anew)—I can't can
them.
C. W.— (Taking a saxophone from her
pocket and playing "Three Blind Mice, at
the sound of which a big fellow in a red
sweater enters the room on all fours ana
looks up at the Cave Woman tremblingly)—
Get me two sponges!
Red Sweatered Lad—(Taking a whisK
broom from his pocket and brushing the HO
from the back of his neck)—Yes, ma am.
C. W 7 .—(To F. F.)—The sodium is from
your tears. Why can't you be a man aim
brace up?
,.
^. F.—Oh, I just can't do this work,
is so hard!
(Meanwhile the red sweatered lad has 1
turned with the sponges. Cave Woman*
justs a sponge under each of Flore
eves )
C. W.—Now go back and do that test over
again.
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/Florence goes out timidly leaving her lip
and muff in the waste basket.)
if __ (Turning to Gibberish, who is sit. ' n 'the radiator to keep from shivering)
1 That's the way to treat 'em. Put the fear
Tthe Lord into 'em.
0 / ' # _ _ ( Fascinated by her cruelty, fearing
'.<«ir yet
vet hating to go)—But
to "stay
go)—±Jut don't
dona you
think some gentler means might go—such as
beating them over the head with a black
' ( j u s t then a wail is heard outside the
door.)
£ jf. (In a deep, baritone voice)—Fe,
Fi. Fo, Fum.
Gib.—(In ecstasy)—I smell the fragrance
of New England rum!
TEST TUBE 3.
Enter a crowd of timid, wailing girls and
abject fellows, each carrying a test tube in
one hand and a bunsen burner in the other.
The crowd salute the Cave Woman, then huddle together in the corner to await the reaction.
C. W.— (Paying no heed to them)—Don't
bother with them, Mr. Gibberish. They are
flunks. (She picks up a saw and etches her
initials in it with her thumb nails.)
Suddenly soft music is heard—music like
the hushed tones that are wafted through the
trees on a summer evening when far, far
away some lonesome pair are singing on
their way home from church. Gradually it
increases until the words are audible. The
crowd are holding their test tubes and burners aloft and are singing:
(Tune of Liza Jane)
Oh Cave Woman, we ask of you,
Oh Cave Woman, please let us thru—
When the song is finished they put away
then- Jews' harps and look imploringly at the
Lave Woman.
, W-—(Pointing to a crack in the wall
alwve the book case) —Never! Till the stars
a°oye cease to glimmer—never!
first girl frantically raises test tube to
h*r mouth. Drinks. Dies.
0 econd &irl, swallowing her bunsen burn•r. glows for a while. Dies.
an^11 th-e rest in turn suffer terrible tortures
1W expire.
es ^r~( Stepping deftly between the corps\Vpif1Vpproaching the Cave Woman) —
into h
e Woman > I'll have to—(Looking
hi s f a ey.es witn a. smile of happiness on
f ace -dies.)
.he'^ Woman goes to her desk, picks up
PPe and plays "Ye tak the high road
and
land tak the low road, and I'll be in Scotore ye."
CURTAIN.

NEWS OF THE MONTH.
The Phi-Mu-Delta-0 opera "Orpheus in his
Underwear" was a screaming success.
"Here's where I break the bad news," said
the printer's devil as he dropped the galley
with the murder story in it.
STUDENT PHILOSOPHY.
"Sedentary work," said the college lecturer, "tends to lessen the endurance."
"In other words," butted in the smart student, "the more one sits the less one can
stand."
"Exactly," retorted the lecturer; "and if
one lies a great deaf one's standing is lost
completely."
Baby found a cake of yeast,
Ate it all—the little beast,
Baby's all puffed up today,
Should be better bred, they say.
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(Continued from page 7.)
hov.se called home. His mind reverted in a
semi-vain attempt to patch together these
scattered recollections into their natural sequence. The thought of the ribaldry of the
saloon's patrons, the reeling occupants, and
the foul and reeking atmosphere of the room,
festered his already cancerous recollection of
the whole affair. In life, he now saw but the
halo of possible revenge; revenge no less portent nor cruel than the punishment which he
must soon suffer. The jury had returned the
anticipated verdict—guilty, and the judge
with due solemnity pronounced the sentence,
which, due to Brandon's youth and the fact
of its being-his first penal offense, was made
less drastic than might otherwise have been
the case.
Brandon stopped suddenly in his nervous
pacing to and fro in his cell. He had heard
footsteps approaching and echoing along the
narrow corridor that divided the two long
rows of cells. It was after eight, an unusual
time for anyone but the armed guard to be
astir in that place. The steps drew near and
stopped suddenly in front of his cell.
"Mr. George Brandon," addressed the newcomer, whom Brandon recognized as the
Keeper of the Prison.
"Yes, sir," Brandon replied.
"Tonight marks the completion of two
'years of your sentence of from three to five
years in the penitentiary at hard labor, does
it not?"
"It does, sir."
"You may consider yourself fortunate that
the governor of this state has professed an
interest in your case and, following my recommendation," with a slight swelling of the
chest and emphasis on the adjective my, "he
has drawn up this declaration of your pardon, suspending you from further fulfillment
of your sentence. I will read this declaration," he continued, as he drew a pretentious
document from an inner pocket, "and request that you append your signature to the
conditions enclosed UDon the completion of
my perusal of it." The Keeper concluded
this artistic speech with a slight cough. He
was consciously proud of his own abilities as
an orator and delighted in such expressions
of his supposed ability. The content of the
document was, briefly, that Brandon was conditionally pardoned an$ was now virtually a
free man. One stipulation was made, however. That was that he should send in to
the Governor's office a written report of his
occupation and whereabouts each .month for
a period of eighteen months.
As Brandon stepped from the prison door
the next morning, attired in a coarse brown
suit instead of the recently familiar striped
one, and with his shaven head partially cov-

ered with a slouch cap, he found little sati
faction in the verdured trees and shrubs a
imated by gayly plumed birds. It was a
scene of life, of joy, and of inspiration to
almost anyone, but not to Brandon, whoso
brutal instincts had grown paramount under
the chafings and the tediousness of his prison
life. His ambition was now that of the hunt
er hunting the prey that had so recently despoiled him; his goal, that of revenge, complete and satisfying, on the two bandits nominally unknown but whose faces had made a
lasting impression on his memory.
A year passed after Brandon left the prison at Pierre, during which time he maintained the condition of his pardon by sending
in complete and regular reports as to his
whereabouts and occupation. There were, it
is true, times when he was forced to make a
frank avowal as to his lack of work. But
these lapses had proved but temporary, for
his skill as a ranchman served him well in
whatever part of South Dakota he happened
to be. This year had been spent in fruitless
search throughout the state for the two
rustlers on whom he meant to avenge himself.
Fortune, however, finally favored him. He
was sitting in his usual dejected condition in
a corner of the village store in a small town
situated midway between Mound City and
the Dakota River. The cool winds of the
plateau penetrated even the warmth of the
small store heated by a smoky little stove.
Suddenly the door opened, occasioning muffled oaths to escape the lips of some of Brandon's companions about the stove. Two men
had entered and one of the pair, going up to
the counter asked for a "chaw." Throwing
some change on the counter he had picked up
the tobacco and was about to approach the
group when he stopped abruptly and ejaculated "Damn" before he could restrain his
surprise as his eyes alighted on Brandon
snoring in his chair. Recognizing the precariousness of his situation should Brandon
awake, he nudged his pal and together they
reopened the door and passed out into_tne
night. Brandon's quick eyes had recognizea
the two strangers, immediately upon tnei
entrance, as the two for whom he haa.~£
pended a year of unsuccessful search. FeiJ?""
ing sleep, he waited until he heard the door
close again. Then, reopening his eyes an
getting up, he bade a hasty good-by _to i
loungers around the fire, and, too, stepP
out into the night. It was sufficiently oai.
to pursue the men without much probawiw
of his identity being discovered.
They had entered a saloon some litt]® ?
tance down the street and, after
drinks, slipped into a seat near a
corner.

•'Y'li kin ____ mv lamps 'f I di'n' see
, , Ki( j Settin' ther' in th' corner; him as had
JP years to serve in the stir and less th'n
three done. He's broke jail somehow. D—n!
If he finds us here we're '& good 's jail-birds
OU Come

I

off, Pads, yer jus' scarin' yerself.
Di'n' yer pipe his exhaust, 'e didn' see us.
Couldn't; he was asleep all th' time we was
there which wasn't long neither."
The waiter arriving with his tray of frothing glasses prevented further conversation.
At. the same instant a man entered—apparently one of the rich ranchers of the district.
He walked erect and had a mustache that
gave him an air of austerity. He wore a
neat slouch hat which closely covered his
head, and his face looked aged. The new arrival took an empty table a short distance
from the pair and sat with his back to them.
He leisurely sipped the wine that was
brought to him with evident satisfaction.
The waiter had obstructed the vision of
the rustlers so that the man who had entered
was unnoticed by them. As soon as the
waiter was out of ear-shot they continued
their conversation in a none too quiet tone.
"Wot we do 's got to be done quick," said
Jeff. "We'd best git them hosses t'night. 's
dark enough and 't ain't fer to Mannin's
ranch. We can't take no chances with the
Kid in town able to bust us up. Let's git,"
and he pushed his chair back, got up, and
started towards the door.
Pads, assenting, followed his partner's action and they left together.
*
*
*
*
A week later found Brandon in a little
ranching town ten miles north of Pierre,
oungmg in the little hostlery that served
»>tn as a shelter for strangers and a rendezvous for the discussion of local and county
news. The dejected air which Brandon had
'orne during the months since leaving prison had left him, for he had now accomplished
u ambition which he had made the goal of
f - i had been a comparatively simple
.mform the owner of the ranch of the
g raid- In his attire of a dignified
-v, ' from t'other side Pierre, stoppin' in
l i PVt through a horse deal," with his
accom Cl^ hat and black mustache and an
was w?nying n°m-de-plume, the rancher
l in ^^Plete ignorance as to Branldentity. The bandits were easily
fuand cau§'nt red-handed. "Easy
thou £ht Brandon as he picked up
the
paper and glanced at the headlines
of pain'' he became
f
5 tive as as
he read
in glaring type,
Ph rand°n Indicted on Horse-Rusts Pair
T Sf' 1 He read the article with def stated briefly that the two bandits,

"Pads" and "Jeff," in their testimony on the
stand charged George Brandon as being an
accomplice in the attempted theft, but the
accused had managed to make his escape
when the other two were surprised and captured. The Governor seemingly corroborated the evidence by presenting the report recently received from Brandon stating that he
was in this very town and out of work at the
time of the raid.
It was not difficult for Brandon to see that
the preponderence of evidence would be
against him should he appear in court.
Though innocent of the charge, his life must
be that of the hunted, with little prospect of
relief. It was imperative that he disguise
his identity immediately.
As Brandon had not answered the summons to appear in Court, a posse was organized and sent at once in his pursuit. But the
hunt was far from proving an easy one. For
two months Brandon kept a distance between
himself and his pursuers. Often this distance was small and he was in imminent peril of being caught; but his tact and intuitive
cunning outwitted his pursuers and aided in
his flight. Because of this skill, Brandon had
acquired the name of Buffalo George, a name
which became more and more familiar to the
reading public as they followed with unabated interest the details of his daily success. Buffalo George had continued to send
in his monthly reports telling of his exact location and giving his present occupation
which, in this case, he stated was "fleeing the
posse." In each report he professed his innocence and promised to voluntarily go to
Pierre and give himself up to the authorities
if he would be given a fair trial. But the
authorities were determined to continue the
search and capture him. Thus the hunt
on. A reward was offered for information
leading to his capture. Occasionally reports
would string in to headquarters of some individual who had "thought he had seen him"
or who possibly had seen him. Buffalo
George, however, traveled most of the time
at night and so left little opportunity for being apprehended.
Brandon was thus eluding the posse on one
night several months after the search had
begun. It was warm, stiflingly so, but he
could not stop; it seemed to be his eternal
sentence: walk, run, hide. He was passing
through the yard of a large ranch. Light
streamed from a window of the house forty
yards to his right. Within he saw the ranch
owner. He was standing beside his wife
with one arm encircling her waist. Her
head rested gently on his broad shoulder.
To the trespasser's eyes the lace and form
of the woman looked strangely attractive
and suggestive of one he had known and
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loved years before; one whom he still
in the inner recesses of his heart; one t h t
had warmed his home—his throat throbbed
at the word — and had pressed his hand

Lady to Clerk—I'd like to buy a collar for
Fido, please.
Enterprising Clerk—Sorry, madam, we
haven't any dog collars, but wouldn't a small
"Lion" collar do?
—Brown Jug.

abashed, his eyes filled with tears. Brandon
—Buffalo George —was crying.

How many cigarettes does Rollo smoke a
day?
Oh, any given number.
-—Tiger.

Of a sudden, a crisp, curt order cut the
air.
It took seconds for the sound to peneWatch for King's "Refund Day"
trate Brandon's inner consciousness which
alone, in his tired frame, seemed alive. Finally, with a start, he realized that he had
been challenged. Brandon had not caught
the meaning of the word spoken but he remembered its harsh, strident tone. Could it
Wood's Bazaar
be the posse?
Everything for the Student
With a subdued groan, he turned and
WELCOME ALL
started to run in the direction opposite that
*•t« from which it seemed the voice had come.
*** Again a shrill cry: "Stop or I'll shoot," but
almost simultaneously there was heard the
sharp crack of a rifle. But a moment and
*
* H. W. Peters
the deadly lead found its mark.
James K. Morrow
*
t
t
t
The rancher leered as he saw whom he had
t
t killed. "It's Buffalo George, alright, and the
PETERS & MORROW tt dough means a home for me and me Magt
t gie." But there was a smile on the victim's
Funeral Directors
t
*** face as he lay there in his "ebbing life-blood.
t A smile both sinister and seraphic. Buffalo
Motor Ambulance Service
George was dead, but George Brandon was
Mortuary 129 E. Broadway
T
again happy.
t
Phone 8126
THE END
GRANV1LLE, OHIO $
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"Just got a doggy letter from my girl at
Wellesley."
"Ah, a little Boston Bull."
—Siren.
"It's on the way now, madam," telephoned
the butcher, as he threw the meat on the
scales.
—Puppet

Rough—"What sort of a dress is that?"
Line—"Why, that's my ball-gown."
Rough—"Well, if you slid home in that you
certainly would be out."
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EMPTY?
Porter—Baggage, Mister?
Prof.—No, thanks, I have some.
—Mugwump.

. . . Done. . .

CIRCUMSTANTIAL EVIDENCE.
I asked her if she rolled them
She said she'd never tried.
Just then a mouse ran swiftly by
And now I know she lied.
—Sun Dodger.

We cordially invite you to visit the best
equipped little print shop in Central Ohio and
assure yourself that our equipment is a guarantee to you of the service and quality you
demand.

The Granville Times
RAPID SERVICE JOB PRINT

F Melton's Home Bakery |
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The pale moon shone down on the gleamin;/ white tombstones; all was quiet. Suddenly a small, angry voice was heard.
Said the first little grave worm to the second, "I'm in dead Earnest."
—Drexerd.

63 Hudson Ave.
(Opposite Carroll's New Store)

JAILED TOOT SWEET.
''Chat's the charge, officer?"
riagrancy, your honor. The prisoner
1 caught drinking perfume." —Pelican.

%
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STRICTLY HOME MADE
|
Orders Promptly and Carefully Filled *!4

~~And the Price of nitrates is
1

v
aph -

do we care? We never
—Chaparral

Young Thing (telephoning)—Oh, Doctor,
I forgot to ask about that eye medicine you
gave me.
M. D.—Well?
Y. T.—Do I drop it in my eyes before or
after meals?
-^-Widow.
"Do you like Carlyle?"
"No; I don't think much of those Indian
colleges."
—Yale Record.
You remember that hat of Bill's you admired so much? It was ruined this morning.
How did that happen ?
He was wearing it past the office building, and a safe fell on it.
—Frivol

THE

Oh! many hours I studied thee!
My Economics 1,
No fruits my labors bore to me
My Economics 1,
You crammed me full of theories,
My Economics 1,
You made me used to F's and D's,
Oh Economics 1.

O'Neill's Restaurant
Warden Hotel

I signed for thee again, perforce,
My Economics 2,
And now I'm filled with grim remorse,
My Economics 2,
They called me blind—such things they saic
My Economics 2,
I wasn't blind—just lost my head,
Oh Economics 2.
—Gorltus.

Newark, O.

Futerer Bakery
CAKES, MACAROONS,
FINE CANDIES

Eve (from the bushes)—Adam, dear, ck
your eyes so that I can come home.
Adam—What's the matter, my own?
Eve—I've been A. W. 0. L.
—Dirge.

Rufus Johnson
Cleaning — Pressing and Repairing
Shining Parlor
Old Clothes Made New
Phone 8141
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"Burn my clothes," remarked the city
who had thought he was petting the bai
yard tom-cat.
—Exchange.

NEWARK
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Quality and Service tT t
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LINE

"Griffings"
The
Grocery
with
Correct Prices

Phone 8137

Granville, O.
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Rexall Store

L S. CULUSON
PROPRIETOR

Busses and Touring
Cars for Special
Trips

W.P.ULLMANandSON:;
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(Continued from page 9.)
"Tt is and I'll take her from you," said
v, v given new strength and courage by
i • iell of whiskey on the other's breath.
• I love her. You great big coward—trying
said the outlaw, lunging forward' and knocking Avery into one corner.
••And that." He drew a revolver and shot,
hut thanks to the whiskey the shot went wild,
striking the great oil lamp and plunging the
room into darkness. All was dark in the
room save in a certain corner from which
camo illuminating whiffs of whiskey.
Advancing stealthfully, Avery approached
the villain, seized him from behind and bejr,an to tickle. Now A^ery was a good tickler, but never had he tickled so before. Black
Pete struggled, but in vain.
"I give in," he whispered between giggles.
"Y'ou — you — you can have her."
• "Give me your gun," said Avery. Black
Pete produced his gun and was immediately
covered. "Come forth," said Avery and the
"boys" came 5th from their rat holes. Then
Avery left them and hurried out. One could
hear him uprooting trees in his frantic
search. However, lest we make the suspense
too great, he soon returned— successful. In
he came, little Eugenia riding "piggy-back,"
"Boys," he said, "here's to the future Mrs.
Notharctus." The pop bottles were lifted
hiprh and amid three cheers Avery and Eujrcnia, now reconciled, went out into the
night and hurried to the divorce court. Luckily Avery had 25 cents, the price of a divorce
in Alaska. They are now married and live
happily. And Avery has never kissed Eu, for, as she coyly explained, "It takes
the paint off."
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Star Restaurant
Home Baking
Furnas Ice Cream
Prospect St.
Phone 8131
W. M. MORGAN, Proprietor

C. A. STANFORTH
for

GROCERIES
You Will Be Pleased

Gifts for Graduation
LEVITTS
Newark, Ohio

17 W. Church St.

Dr. J. W. Rohrer
DENTIST
Phone 8114

The Pastime
Billiards — Pool
Soft Drinks
WARREN McFADDEN, Proprietor

tl

PHONE 8266 OR 8283
Established 1903

GRANVILLE, OHIO

Capital $25,000

GROCER
Store operated by former DENISON STUDENTS.

J " S-

GRAHAM, President
& - S. DEVENNEY
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Teacher (explaining tenses in French) —
wow Johnny, I want you to tell me the tense
JJ the following sentence: "When I took
!<lt pch, I always studied my lesson."
Johnny—I'd call that pre-tense.

KEITH W. LOWERY

&

Surplus $25,000

DIRECTORS AND OFFICERS:
E. A. SMOOTS, Vice President
E. J. CASE
W. H. KUSSMAUL

C. B. SLACK, Cashier
FRED MILLER
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WHILE IN
WALK-OVER SHOES
and
PHOENIX HOSIERY
MANNING AND WOODWARD'S

WALK-OVER SHOE STORE
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Ye Wise Virgin
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ARRANGED

Now it came to pass that there dwelt in
certain college a fair co-ed who would f >
have taken a husband to wed.
But none came seeking her, whereupon she
was downcast with much sorrow and took
counsel of "The Tower Room" department in
the "Neman's Home Companion."
And she applied herself diligently unto the
book and gat great learning concerning
scheming, f ussers and the walking date question and a multitude of things like unto
these.
But no man sought her out.
Then she said in her heart, I must be musical and know about Art.
And she learned how to play "Mandy Lee"
on the uke and gathered unto herself much
wisdom pertaining unto Rag and Jazz.
But no man tarried at her hall.
And she was sore discouraged and retired
to the basement while it was yet day to try
her hand at fudge.
And it came to pass that a Fusser came
that way and gazed upon it. And when the
odor came to him he was filled with great joy,
saying, Who hath made this scrumptious
fudge? And the maid answered him with
many blushes saying, even I.
Whereupon, having tasted it, without mor<
ado he embraced her with great gusto exclaiming, Verily, I shall slip thee my pm,
even this night.
And it came to pass that he slipped her hii^
pin, even as he had said, and they went fiating ever after.
And she that had tarried long said
herself, Let the foolish virgins worship
the altar of Art if they desire; but how iii
a man eat the poems of Browning or be s; ' » >
with strains of "Mandy Lee?"
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1st Cullud Lady—"Dat baby ob
t 12-14-16 E. Church St.
y
Newark,
yy sho' a puffic image ob his daddy.'
t
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t
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y
2nd Cullud Lady—"Yas, a regular cai
t
%
^X-^a copy, yo' might say."
—Virginia p

Mrs. Prof.—Do you think Wednesday
would be a good time to hold a shower for
Beatrice ?
Prof, (dead to the world)—Any time she
needs one, mother.
—Banter.
Maybelle—"You tickle me, Duke."
The Duke—"My word, what a strange request."
—Puppet.

ALWAYS THE SAME
is the quality of our soda water and ice creams.
That is because we use only the very best ingredients. Pure cream, fine sugar, eggs, and
fresh fruits to flavor our sodas and ice creams.
Just try our ice cream and sodas— that's all.
BUSY BEE
GEO. STAMAS, Prop.
Arcade
Newark

W. H SEDGEWICK & SON
DENTISTS
Hibbert and Straus Building
Newark, Ohio

Kuster's Restaurant
and Bakery
Fond Father—My boy, what do you ex«ct to be when you get out of college?
Jevoted Son—An old man, father.
—Banter.
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S. E. Morrow & Son
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CASEY'S
PURE HOME MADE
BRICK AND BULK

Our plant is completely equipped for the production of High Class Printing. We make a
specialty of Printed Advertising Matter in one,
two, three or four colors, High Grade Catalogs,
College Annuals, Year Books, School Newspapers, etc.
Give us an opportunity to show you what we
have done in this line for others, and to quote
upon your requirements.
Your better satisfaction, in regard to both
quality and price, may be the result.

ICE CREAM

Geo. Stuart
Jeweler and Optician

1»•«

For Your Next Haircut or Shave Go to

1

We Furnish Music for all Occasions
UNDER THOMPSON'S HARDWARE

•***

! t ENOCH and PETE JOHNSON'S SHOP

Granville, Ohio

Mac Eowen's
SATIN
GRADUATION CORSETS
$5.00

DR. HECK

Marietta, Ohio

Dentist
Over Cordon's Restaurant

Our

Fresh Gent—Pardon me, but haven't I
seen your face before?
Fresh Gentess—You may have, I've had it
for a number of years.
—Jester.

Advertisers
Support Us

Mrs. Dante—What are you writing now,
dear ?
Dante—Qh, Hell, you wouldn't understand
it.
—Record.

COLUMBUS, OHIO

Let Us
"I hang my head in shame every time I *
the family wash out in the back yard.
"Oh, do they?"
—Lampoon.

A CULTIVATED JOKE.
"What make of truck have you?"
"A Garden."
"Oh! And I suppose you use Weed Chains
on it?"

WARD R. HYDE, Manager
4th and 5th Floors, Rear St. Clair Bldg.

"My goose is cooked," quacked the gal
waddling sorrowfully thru the barnyaid.
.-Exchange.
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HOME MADE PIES

*

Special Chicken Dinners on Sunday
•

Special Service Commencement Week
*
Cigars
Cigarettes
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